Abstract: Visual servoing is a useful approach for robot control. It is specially attractive when the control objective can be stated directly in image coordinates. Fuzzy control is a practical alternative for a variety of challenging control applications since it provides a convenient method for constructing nonlinear controllers via the use of heuristic information, which for instance may come from an operator who has acted as a "human-in-the-loop" controller for a process. Fuzzy control strategy offers an alternative approach for many conventional systems, which has certain advantages over the other techniques. In this work, we proposed a control algorithm for a robot manipulator, which combines fuzzy logic with 3D visual servoing. For implementation only image coordinates are required. Simulation results show the good performance of the complete system.
INTRODUCTION
In most robot control systems, the control algorithms are computed via the use of position and velocity information obtained by sensors located at each robot link (e.g., encoders, tachometers, etc). However, when the robot is operating in an unstructured environment, such sensor information is not always satisfactory. In unstructured environments vision based systems allowing non-contact measurement of the surroundings, similar to human sense of sight, can be utilized to obtain the position information required by the controller. The visual sensor data can be applied for on-line trajectory planning and even for the feedforward/feedback control referred as visual servoing, see Sahin and Zergeroglu [2006] , Hutchinson and Chaumette [2007] , Chaumette and Hutchinson [2006] . Visual servoing is an approach to control robot motion using visual feedback signals from a vision system. The objective consists in making the manipulator end-effector follow a specified trajectory to reach a final point in the workspace according to Tayebia and Islam [2006] , Hsu et al. [2006] and Kelly et al. [2000] . This paper presents the control of a three degrees of freedom robot arm using fuzzy logic in combination with a vision system. The 3D visual information is obtained from the composite inputs of two separate cameras placed in the robot work space. The control law is found by measuring the features of the target extracted from each acquired image. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the relationship between joint and image coordinates. The cameras model is given in Section 3, while the control approach is introduced in Section 4. Simulation results are presented in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions are given in Section 6.
PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, we will assume that the robot is a three degrees of freedom manipulator. Consider a threedimensional point (x, y, z) that is projected onto a screen or an image plane. Such projection is composed only of two image coordinates (y 1 , y 2 ). To control movement in 3D is necessary to solve the problem of depth as seen in Liu et al. [2006] and Hutchinson and Chaumette [2007] . In this paper we employ two cameras, one placed in front of the robot (Camera 1) and the other above (Camera 2), as shown in Figure 1 . The arrangement has been chosen to avoid calibration. This way, the first camera gets the motion of the end-effector in the plane x − z, while the second is employed to capture the motion of the endeffector along the y axis. In doing so, the information regarding the axis y ′ 1 is not relevant, but in exchange a right-handed coordinate system (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) parallel to the base system (x, y, z) can be constructed. Note that this is basically the only information available which relates both coordinate systems and that the coordinate y 3 does own a different origin and scale factor. This image coordinate system will be used in Section 4 to design a visual servoing approach. T and the image coordinates (y 1 , y 2 ) of Camera 1 and (y ′ 1 , y 3 ) of Camera 2.
Camera 1 model
From Figure 1 one has
As can be seen, it is possible to define o r c1 that represents the position of the end-effector relative to an auxiliar ref-
parallel to the coordinate system of Camera 1.
x R is the position vector of the robot end-effector, while
can be appreciated in Figure 1 . Our approach consists in setting both cameras in such a way that a right handed image coordinate system can be easily formed.
to express
Based on the previous equations we obtain the following representation of the coordinates in the x − z plane expressed in Camera 1, see Arteaga et al. [2009] 
where
α 1 is a conversion factor meters-pixels and λ 1 is the focal length.
Camera 2 model
The model of Camera 2 is obtained by using the same approach of the Camera 1. In this case the position vector of the end-effector is given by
so that
By defining the following vectors on the x − y planē
one gets
In this case the rotation matrix to expresses
Then, in Camera 2 one has
By combining (7) and (17) one gets,
By defining cos θ = c θ and sin θ = s θ , it is given the model 
FUZZY VISUAL CONTROL
In this section, we will use fuzzy control technique to design a fuzzy controller to move an industrial robot to a desired position. We design three fuzzy controllers for each angle, the construction of the fuzzy controller consists in defining the linguistic variable and the fuzzy terms associated with the numerical input and output data (see Sun and Er [2004] , , Tanaka and Wang [2001] ). Through the elements that constitute the knowledge base an inference engine has been defined by the max-product inference rule Michels et al. [2006] . In fuzzy control system the linguistic variables are chosen depending on the sensor input and the action command to send to the system (Guerra et al. [2009] ). The inputs are given by the vision system and correspond to the image features, and the outputs are the movements of the joint angles of the manipulator. To bound the number of rules (without loss of performance), a significant number of fuzzy sets for each variable has been found. The form of the membership function is chosen triangular. In the inference, we adopt the method of Mamdani (also called the "min-max" method) to do fuzzy logical reasoning. To determine the crisp output value, we use Center of Area Method (COA).
A block diagram of the applied visual servoing configuration is given in Figure 2 . The functions of the main blocks in Figure 2 can be summarized as follows. The actual robot trajectories, X R ; from the robot are observed by Cameras 1 and 2 to form the 3-D composite camera output. This camera output is compared with the desired trajectory, the difference of which is fed to the fuzzy controller as the error signal. The output from the fuzzy controller, are applied to the robot controller. In the Figure 3 shows a general diagram of fuzzy controller. The camera information gives the position in the planes (x − y) and (x − z), we designed three fuzzy controllers, one for each angle (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ). To generate the action control, each fuzzy controller indicates the torque value required to move each angle.
Choosing Fuzzy Controller Inputs and Outputs
The output variable of the robotic system is the position y ∈ R 3 of the image feature, i. e. the position of the target in the computer screen. To proceed with the design of the controller we define the tracking error ∆y y − y d .
The task to be accomplished by the robot is to go from its initial position y(0) to a final position y f obtained and given through the camera image on the computer screen, respectively. To create a soft trajectory between these two points, we employ v(y) : R 3 → R 3 given bẏ
where k 0 , k 1 and ǫ are positive constants and,
y d is obtained by integrating (24) with y d (0) = y(0).
Fuzzy Rules
The fuzzy rules have been built in supervised manner simply by taking into account the input and output linguistic variables defined. All the possible states that the manipulator can come across have been considered, and for each of them the best action is assigned. It has been observed that the movement of the first joint (J1) modifies (in the image) only the y 1 coordinate of the center of the circumference. The movement of the second and third joints modify only the radius and the y 2 coordinate of the center of the circumference. The fuzzy sets of the input 
Example of design rules
To illustrate how the rules were designed we present the following example. In Figure 3 there are two points across them the robot must move. In this case joint 1 (J1) does not move, J2 moves counterclockwise and J3 moves clockwise. In this case J1 must make a move less than J2, therefore J2 begins with torque P L and J3 has an initial torque N M . The movement of the end-effector produces that position errors get smaller and therefore the applied torques are lower.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We have carried out some simulations based on the manipulator A465 of CRS Robotics. It has six degrees of freedom, but we have used only joints 1, 2 and 3 to have three degrees of freedom. In order to implement the control law it is necessary to have x, y and z available, which is obtained by calculating the centroid of the sphere that have been attached at the robot end effector. Figures 6 and 7 show the path followed by the end effector in the image coordinates for the Cameras 1 and 2 respectively.
In Figures 8, 9 and 10 actual and desired image coordinates are shown for each coordinate. It can be appreciated that the final position is reached, while the continuous desired path is also well followed. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a simple control scheme for 3D robot tracking problem in a visual servoing approach. The proposed design requires only position measurements. This paper has shown how fuzzy logic controller can incorporate the key components of reactive controllers and formal reasoning on uncertain information of the vision sensor.
